Publication Lists
Journals

**AWE (A Woman's Experience)**

AWE, acronym for A Woman's Experience, is an annual journal of BYU Women's Studies and is co-published by the College of Humanities and College of Family, Home, and Social Sciences. Founded in 2013, the journal provides an opportunity for interdisciplinary investigation into all aspects of a woman's experience in this academy and elsewhere.

[Visit Journal]

**Brigham Young University PreLaw Review**

One of the premier undergraduate prelaw reviews in the nation, the Review is well-recognized and annually distributed to each law school across the country. The journal mirrors a typical law review found at any top-tier law program: student-run and published.

See the [Aims and Scope] for a complete coverage of the journal.

[Visit Journal]

**Brigham Young University Science Bulletin, Biological Series**

The Brigham Young University Science Bulletin, Biological Series, published long format original natural history research in 20 volumes from the years 1855 to 1977.

See the [About the Journal] for a complete coverage of the journal.

[Visit Journal]

**BYU Family Historian**

BYU Family Historian was a periodical written annually from 2002 to 2007 by the Center for Family History and Genealogy. Assisted authors including Howard E. Bybee, David H. Pratt, and Mark L. Chaves wrote articles for the publication.

The Center for Family History and Genealogy was established at Brigham Young University in order to utilize BYU resources to simplify the process of finding ancestors and the discovery of the world in which they lived. The Center also supported student training for life-long temple and family history service. Partners of the Center include: BYU Religious Education, BYU Department of History, BYU School of Family Life, BYU Computer Science, State Archives of Niedersachsen, Germany, and the State Archives of Bavaria, Germany.

[Visit Journal]

**BYU Studies Quarterly**

Brigham Young University's premier Mormon academic journal since 1956, BYU Studies is dedicated to publishing scholarly religious literature in the form of books, journals, and dissertations that is qualified, significant, and inspiring. We want to share these publications to help promote faith, continued learning, and further interest in our LDS history and those in the world who have a positive interest in this work.

The mission of this publication is to be faithful and scholarly throughout, harmonizing wherever possible the intellectual and the spiritual on subjects of interest to Latter-day Saints and to scholars studying the Latter-day Saint experience.

The archive on this site contains all but the most recent three years of BYU Studies Quarterly content.

Visit our website at [byustudies.byu.edu] for more information about BYU Studies and the BYU Studies Quarterly journal.

[Visit Journal]
Children's Book and Media Review
Welcome to the Children's Book and Media Review Archive!
To see our most recent review, or to become a reviewer, please visit our website.

Visit Journal

Comparative Civilizations Review
The Comparative Civilizations Review publishes analytical studies and interpretive essays primarily concerned with (1) the comparison of whole civilizations, (2) the development of theories and methods especially useful in comparative civilization studies, (3) accounts of intercultural interactions, and (4) significant issues in the humanities or social sciences studied from a comparative civilizational perspective.

Visit Journal

Criterion: A Journal of Literary Criticism
Criterion: A Journal of Literary Criticism seeks original, well-researched, and intellectually rigorous essays written from diverse critical perspectives and about texts from any time period or literary tradition. Submissions are peer-reviewed by a selection board at BYU, and final decisions are made by the journal's two Editors-in-Chief in consultation with a faculty advisor. We are currently working on our Winter 2017 issue, scheduled for publication in April of 2017.

We will begin accepting submissions for our Winter 2018 issue in early September 2017. Submissions to both the general section and the Forum should be between 3000 and 6000 words (not including the bibliography). All submissions should be double-spaced, written in English, and formatted according to the most recent MLA guidelines. Submissions should be uploaded as MS Word files through our website and online submission system.

For its Winter 2017 issue, Criterion has reserved space for multiple essays that respond to Professor Scott Plaster's Forum prompt "What Can Poe Do for You?"

Visit Journal

Deseret Language and Linguistic Society Symposium

Visit Journal

Great Basin Naturalist
Great Basin Naturalist was published from 1939 to 1999 and was succeeded by the Western North American Naturalist. With a few exceptions, the journal published experimental and descriptive research pertaining to the biological and natural history of western North America, focusing primarily on the Intermountain States.

See the About this Journal for a complete coverage of the journal.

Visit Journal

Great Basin Naturalist Memoirs
The Great Basin Naturalist Memoirs succeeded the Brigham Young University Science Bulletin, Biological Series, and was published irregularly from 1978 to 1992 (Numbers 1 to 13). This memoir series included articles, symposia, or other works considered too lengthy for publication in the parent journal (Great Basin Naturalist).

See the About this Journal for a complete coverage of the journal.

Visit Journal
Intuition: The BYU Undergraduate Journal in Psychology

Intuition is an undergraduate academic journal of psychology. It is managed, edited, and designed by an editorial board composed of undergraduate psychology students, a faculty adviser, and other faculty members who assist in the reviewing process. Intuition publishes two issues a year, one in both the fall and winter semesters. The journal seeks to publish psychological research, studies, essays, reviews, and other content done by psychology undergraduates.

Visit Journal

Issues in Religion and Psychotherapy

Welcome to Issues in Religion and Psychotherapy.

Issues in Religion and Psychotherapy is an online peer-reviewed journal addressing the interface between revealed religion and psychology, specifically, issues of spirituality and the influence of doctrine of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (LDS) in psychotherapy. Including the study of counseling in a spiritual context, it is devoted to influencing the field of counseling and psychotherapy through the study of related scholarship in religion, LDS doctrine, spirituality and ethics.

Visit Journal

Journal of Book of Mormon Studies

A publication of the Neal A. Maxwell Institute for Religious Scholarship.

The Journal of Book of Mormon Studies is a peer-reviewed journal dedicated to promoting understanding of the history, meaning, and significance of the scriptures and other sacred texts revealed through the Prophet Joseph Smith. These include the Book of Mormon, the Doctrine and Covenants, the Pearl of Great Price, and the Joseph Smith Translation of the Bible. This journal was titled Journal of the Book of Mormon and Other Restoration Scripture at one time.

Visit Journal

Journal of East Asian Libraries

The Journal of East Asian Libraries is published twice a year by the Council on East Asian Libraries of the Association for Asian Studies. It publishes reports and scholarly articles related to East Asian libraries and to the history and profession of East Asian librarianship.

Visit Journal

Journal of Microfinance / ESR Review

The Journal of Microfinance, which has transitioned to the ESR Review, is an exciting forum for practitioners and researchers interested in microfinance and other topics relating to economic development principles. The Journal’s purpose is to help shape and advance the field by presenting articles on innovative approaches, lessons learned, empirical studies, and essays that represent the broad spectrum of views in the field of economic self-reliance in the United States and abroad.

Fall 2006 Volume 10 Number 2 is the most current issue. The Economic Self Reliance Center at Brigham Young University will no longer be publishing issues of the ESR Review.

Visit Journal

Marriage and Families

A peer-reviewed publication by the School of Family Life at Brigham Young University dedicated to strengthening families.

Marriage & Families is a journal for young couples, husbands & wives, parents, and professionals, including educators, counselors, therapists, psychologists, physicians, social workers, nurses, public health people, teachers, clergy, experts in family law, and everyone interested in marriage and families. Our editorial board members belong to many faiths with a common belief in the importance of traditional families.

This periodical was published from 1990-2006 by the School of Family Life at Brigham Young University. The last issue of Marriage & Families was Vol. 18, No. 1 (2006).

Visit Journal
Marriott Student Review

Marriott Student Review is a student journal created and published as a project for the Writing for Business Communications course at Brigham Young University (BYU). The views expressed in Marriott Student Review are not necessarily endorsed by BYU or The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.

Visit Journal

Monographs of the Western North American Naturalist

Monographs of the Western North American Naturalist publishes peer-reviewed original research pertaining to the biological natural history of western North America. Typically, monograph articles are of a breadth and length that exceeds the specifications of the associated quarterly journal Western North American Naturalist.

Submissions are always welcome. Please submit manuscripts to our editorial management system here.

For inquiries, please contact us by email at wnan@byu.edu or phone at 801-422-6686. See the Arts and Science for a complete coverage of the journal.

Visit Journal

Mormon Pacific Historical Society

Fostering the study and recording of the history of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Hawaii and the Pacific islands.

The Mormon Pacific Historical Society was founded in 1997 by Lance B. Chase and Kenneth W. Duldig at Brigham Young University, Hawaii, to foster the study and recording of LDS Church History in Hawaii and the Pacific islands. Annual meetings were held at various locations and papers were presented, displays prepared, and local folks “talk story” about events in local LDS History. All of these were then transcribed and/or published in the organization’s Proceedings.

Visit Journal

Mormon Studies Review

A publication of the Neal A. Maxwell Institute for Religious Scholarship.

Since 1999, the Mormon Studies Review published review essays to help serious readers make informed choices and judgments about books and other publications on topics related to the Latter-day Saint religious tradition. These publications, originally produced by the Foundation for Ancient Research and Mormon Studies (FARMS), included substantial review essays that made further contributions to the field of Mormon studies. The journal was originally called Review of Books on the Book of Mormon beginning in 1999, then FARMS Review of Books in 1996, followed by The FARMS Review in 2003. In 2011, the journal was renamed Mormon Studies Review. These volumes are located here in ScholarsArchive under the title Review of Books on the Book of Mormon. In 2014, under the auspices of BYU’s Neal A. Maxwell Institute for Religious Scholarship, Mormon Studies Review is launched with a new format and editorial direction. Volumes of this latest iteration are located in ScholarsArchive under the title Mormon Studies Review.

Visit Journal

Open Water Journal

Publish Your Research

We are currently accepting submissions for the next issue of Open Water Journal. If you are a researcher in the water science domain and have an original research paper, conference proceeding, software introduction, or dataset description that you would like to publish, we invite you to submit that research to be considered for publication in our next issue.

NOTE: The first four volumes of Open Water Journal contain abstracts from previous Open Water Symposia. Beginning in 2017, we are moving to a full peer-reviewed research article format with a goal of being ISI indexed in 2018.

Instructions for preparing your manuscript for submission

Download a Word Document Template for your submission.

General Submission Guidelines are available on the Policies page.

More information about Open Water Journal.
Video to Learn More about Open Water Journal and Open Water Science

Introduction to the Open Water Journal by Dr. Dan Ames
Accessing the Open Water Data of the NOAA National Water Model by Dr. Jim Nelson and Michael Southward
HydroShare GIS: Visualizing Spatial Data in the Cloud by Shawn Crowley
Accessing the USGS National Water Census Data Portal by Jodie Nelson

Visit Journal

Religious Educator: Perspectives on the Restored Gospel
The Religious Educator serves the needs and interests of those who study and teach the restored gospel of Jesus Christ. The distinct focus of the journal is on pedagogical studies related to teaching religion; studies on scripture, doctrine, and history of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (Mormons); and Latter-day Saint pioneers across the globe. The journal also publishes interviews that touch upon difficult topics, timely topics, and key figures in Religious Education. The beliefs of the respective authors do not necessarily reflect the views of the Religious Studies Center, Brigham Young University, or The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.

Visit Journal

Review of Books on the Book of Mormon 1999–2011
A publication of the Neal A. Maxwell Institute for Religious Scholarship. Since 1989, the Review of Books on the Book of Mormon has published review essays to help serious readers make informed choices and judgments about books and other publications on topics related to the Latter-day Saint religious tradition. It has also published substantial freestanding essays that made further contributions to the field of Mormon studies. In 1996, the journal changed its name to the FARMS Review with Volume 6, No. 1. In 2011, the journal was renamed Mormon Studies Review. These volumes are located here in ScholarsArchive under the title Mormon Studies Review.

Visit Journal

Selected Papers in Asian Studies: Western Conference of the Association for Asian Studies
Selected Papers in Asian Studies: Western Conference of the Association for Asian Studies is published once a year by the Western Conference of the Association for Asian Studies. It publishes scholarly articles on all subjects related to Asia.

Visit Journal
**Sigma: Journal of Political and International Studies**

Sigma is Brigham Young University’s undergraduate student journal focused on political science and international relations. We cover a wide range of undergraduate student work exploring a variety of topics, from American and comparative politics, to security and area studies. Student work may originate from a class assignment or from mentored research with a faculty member.

Submissions are welcome throughout the year. The editors generally accept papers in August and December for reevaluation during the Fall and early Winter semesters. The journal is published annually in April. To submit articles for possible publication, see our website at http://politics.byu.edu/sigma/

**Visit Journal**

**Studia Antiqua**

Studia Antiqua is a semiannual student journal dedicated to publishing the research of graduate and undergraduate students from all disciplines of ancient studies. The views expressed in this publication are solely those of the authors and do not necessarily represent the views of Brigham Young University or the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.

Studia Antiqua accepts manuscripts for publication year round. For submission guidelines or more information, please visit the “Policies” link in the sidebar. Queries may also be sent to studia.antiqua@byu.edu.

**Visit Journal**

**Studies in the Bible and Antiquity**

A publication of the Neal A. Maxwell Institute for Religious Scholarship, Studies in the Bible and Antiquity is a peer-reviewed publication dedicated to promoting understanding of the history, meaning, and significance of the Bible and other ancient religious texts.

**Visit Journal**

**Western North American Naturalist**

For more than 75 years, the Western North American Naturalist (formerly Great Basin Naturalist) has published peer-reviewed experimental and descriptive research pertaining to the biological/natural history of western North America.

Submissions are always welcome. Please submit manuscripts to our editorial management system here.

For inquiries, please contact us by email at wnan@byu.edu or phone at 801-422-6688. See the *Aims and Scope* for a complete coverage of the journal.

**Visit Journal**
UNIVERSITY OF CALGARY LIBRARIES AND CULTURAL RESOURCES
University of Calgary Press | Series
https://press.ucalgary.ca/series

Series

Below you will find links to our areas of specialization. We also welcome manuscripts that do not neatly fall under any of the below series. While our areas of interest and our resources focus around the series, we are always interested in reading manuscripts that make a difference and make us think. Please feel free to submit your manuscript for our review:

- Africa: Missing Voices
- Art in Profile: Canadian Art and Architecture
- Arts in Action
- Beyond Boundaries: Canadian Defence and Strategic Studies
- Brave & Brilliant
- Calgary Institute for the Humanities
- Canadian History and Environment
- Cinema Off Centre
- Energy, Ecology and Environment
- Global Indigenous Issues
- Latin American & Caribbean Studies
- Northern Lights
- Small Cities: Sustainability Studies in Community and Cultural Engagement
- The West

Africa: Missing Voices


This series illuminates issues and topics concerning Africa that have been ignored or are missing from current global discourse. These titles address concerns that have long been overlooked in political, social, and historical discussions about this continent. A primary focus is local governance issues. This series is intended to be published in open access format in collaboration with African university presses and libraries.

Series Editor: Donald Ray Professor, Political Science Chair, Traditional Authority Applied Research Network (TAARN) University of Calgary
The Duke University Libraries partners with members of the Duke community to publish peer-reviewed scholarly journals.

**Publish a Journal**

If you are a member of the Duke community and are interested in creating a peer-reviewed online scholarly journal or in changing an existing print scholarly journal into one that is available online, the Duke University Libraries may be able to help you set up and host an online journal.

**What We Provide**

We can help members of the Duke community establish an online journal using the Open Journal Systems (OJS) software. We host the software and show you how to use it. We can provide guidance and advice as you format your journal and develop its sections.

**Why Open Journal Systems (OJS)?**

Open Journal Systems (OJS) was developed by the Public Knowledge Project to manage the overhead of creating and sustaining a journal and to make open access publishing simpler. Today, more than 7,500 journals use OJS as their publishing platform. OJS will guide you as you set up a journal. Its templates will help you design your journal’s appearance and its internal structure. Online publication removes the barrier of printing costs. OJS’s real strength is the way it helps you manage the publishing process — from receiving submissions and editing them to designing layouts and publishing works. OJS is online and will help you track and manage articles as they move through the review process, keeping the publication process on schedule.

For more information contact Paolo Mangiafico at library-ojs@duke.edu.
Open Journals at Duke

*Cultural Anthropology* is the journal of the Society for Cultural Anthropology, a section of the *American Anthropological Association* (AAA). It is one of 22 journals published by the AAA, and it is widely regarded as one of the flagship journals of its discipline. In March 2013, *Cultural Anthropology* announced that it would go open access in 2014. Duke University Libraries are providing technology support for the back-end editorial platform.

*View Journal | Open Journal System submission platform*

*Greek, Roman and Byzantine Studies (GRBS)* is a peer-reviewed quarterly journal devoted to the culture and history of Greece from antiquity to the Renaissance and features research on all aspects of the Hellenic world from prehistoric times through the Greek, Roman and Byzantine periods. It also features studies of modern classical scholarship.

*View Journal | Current Issue*

*andererseits: Yearbook of Transatlantic German Studies* is a joint effort between Duke University and Uni Duisburg-Essen. It is an open access journal published both online and in print that seeks to represent the broad field of German studies in its many facets. It welcomes work in German and English from advanced undergraduates, graduate students, faculty and independent scholars.

*View Journal | Current Issue*

*ВИБЛИОФИКА: E-Journal of Eighteenth-Century Russian Studies* is a peer-reviewed scholarly journal devoted to the culture and history of the Russian Empire during the long eighteenth century (1660-1830). The journal is open to submissions in all relevant disciplines and in all the major languages in which eighteenth-century Russian studies is researched. The journal defines “Russian” broadly — meaning more or less “Rossiiskaya,” or the Russian empire, and including non-Russian confessions, ethnicities and nationalities.

*View Journal | Current Issue*
Resources for Editors of Scholarly Journals: KU Libraries Support for Journals

http://guides.lib.ku.edu/journal_editors/kulibs_support

KU Libraries' Digital Publishing Services:
- Maintains the KUEditors-L online discussion list for all KU editors.
- Provides infrastructure for hosting and management of KU journals.
- Hosts a KU Editors' Forum twice a year that is open to all KU editors.

KUEditors-L Discussion List:
All KU editors, even those whose journals are not hosted by the Libraries, are invited to join the KUEditors-L online discussion list where KU editors can share information. Contact Marianne Reed at mreed@ku.edu for more information.

Digital Publishing Systems
KU Libraries support a variety of software platforms to publish content in different formats, and can assist with moving traditional journal and monograph content to an online environment, as well as with publishing “born digital” scholarship designed specifically for online publication. We also offer tools to help manage and streamline the production and editorial work involved in producing scholarly journals.

- KU ScholarWorks is a digital repository for scholarly works created by the faculty and staff of the University of Kansas. KU ScholarWorks makes important research available to a wider audience and helps assure its long-term preservation.
- Journal@KU supports the publication of scholarly journals online, and assists journal editors with the management, editorial work, and production work involved in producing scholarly journals. Our journal services are built on the Open Journal Systems (OJS) journal management software designed to facilitate online peer-reviewed publishing.
- KU Libraries offers a system for building and providing access to full-text, KU-licensed resources, such as TDI-enriched monographs and EAD finding aids.

Journals Hosted by KU Libraries
KU Libraries provides journal editors with the technical infrastructure to publish their journals on either of two platforms: KU ScholarWorks. KU ScholarWorks is a digital repository, which enables journals to be viewed by a wide audience and assures their long-term preservation and Open Journal Systems (OJS), which makes journals visible and assures their preservation, but also supports the entire editorial management workflow, including article submission, multiple rounds of peer-review, and indexing.

Editors' Forums
Any KU editor is welcome to attend the Editors' Forums offered twice a year to meet face-to-face with their colleagues to discuss issues of mutual interest concerning online publishing. Contact Lyn Weitz at lweitz@ku.edu for more information and to be notified about future meetings.
Representative Documents: Publication Lists

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN LIBRARY
Michigan Publishing | Publications
https://www.publishing.umich.edu/publications/

**Open Humanities Press**

- **Core Focus:** Open Humanist Publishing
- **Mission:** Commitment to open access and open scholarship in the humanities.

**SPQ: Scholar's Monograph Series**

- **Description:** A monograph series that supports research in the humanities and social sciences.

**University of Michigan Press**

- **Overview:** A university press dedicated to publishing high-quality books across a wide range of disciplines.

**Journals**

- **Volume 532:** Focuses on experimental and theoretical approaches in the field of quantum chemistry.
- **Volume 546:** Offers a comprehensive guide to the history and development of humanistic writing.

**Archives**

- **Volume 535:** Features contributions from leading scholars in the field of humanistic studies.

**Area Orientals**

- **Volume 543:** Explores the cultural and historical dimensions of East Asia.

**Belin Lecture Series**

- **Volume 1:** Provides insights into the role of women in modern history.

**Bulletin - The University of Michigan Museum of Art and Archaeology (vols. 1-15)**

- **Focus:** Exhibitions, educational programs, and publications related to art and archaeology.

**Bulletin - The University of Michigan Museum of Art and Archaeology (vols. 16-17)**

- **Content:** Detailed reports on exhibitions and events at the museum.

**Bulletin of the American Society of Parapsychologists**

- **Scope:** Research and discussions on parapsychological phenomena.
Michigan Publishing | Publications
https://www.publishing.umich.edu/publications/
Transforming the Americas

University of Michigan: An Encyclopedic Survey, Biennial Edition

In 1909, the University of Michigan celebrated its 75th anniversary with an exhibition in Ann Arbor, the University Committee on Archives and Records demonstrated, in an amazing exhibition, how the University had achieved such a long and distinguished history. The Library and Records Office of the University of Michigan have worked steadily, during the past ten years, to build the collection, to publish the manuscripts and the early American works and to establish a program of the University of Michigan, the projected University of Michigan, the complete set of the American works and the complete set of the University of Michigan.

University of Michigan: An Encyclopedic Survey, Biennial Edition

In 1909, the University of Michigan celebrated its 75th anniversary with an exhibition in Ann Arbor, the University Committee on Archives and Records demonstrated, in an amazing exhibition, how the University had achieved such a long and distinguished history. The Library and Records Office of the University of Michigan have worked steadily, during the past ten years, to build the collection, to publish the manuscripts and the early American works and to establish a program of the University of Michigan, the projected University of Michigan, the complete set of the American works and the complete set of the University of Michigan.

Weave: Journal of Library User Experience

Weave: Journal of Library User Experience

Digital Projects

The American Reference Project: The American Encyclopedicism

The project is a continuing project of the University of Michigan Center for the History of Medicine, a major, comprehensive, and interactive project related to the history of the 19th and 20th centuries in the United States. This project is a continuation of the earlier projects of the University of Michigan Center for the History of Medicine. It is a continuing project of the University of Michigan Center for the History of Medicine, a major, comprehensive, and interactive project related to the history of the 19th and 20th centuries in the United States. This project is a continuation of the earlier projects of the University of Michigan Center for the History of Medicine.

The Civil Rights Litigation Clearinghouse

The Civil Rights Litigation Clearinghouse collects documents and information about civil rights cases in specific case categories across the United States to better engage, enhance, and expand civil rights litigation.

Encyclopedia of Modern K'd A维持proj - Collaboration Translation Project

This is an ongoing project that translates the English language text of the original K'd A维持proj into modern English. The translated text is compiled and distributed to the public.

A London Publisher’s Chronicle, 1556-1599, by Henry Mauvye

This collection features images of the London Publisher’s Chronicle that the original manuscript comes directly from the manuscript. The collection contains the original manuscript and the translated text, including the modern text of the original manuscript.

Middle English Compendium

The Middle English Compendium has been designed to be a comprehensive, multilingual resource for the study of Middle English literature. It contains texts from the Middle English period, including translations of Middle English texts, along with translations of the Middle English period.

Pancrazio

The Pannoniakoska Collection is a digital repository that contains a collection of manuscripts, including one that is a comprehensive record of the Pannonian ballads, along with the text of the original manuscript.
Successful Strategic Perception: A Case Study

Conference Volumes

Groves Monographs on Marriage and Family
Volume 1 (2011): Open to the world. Groves Monographs on Marriage and Family is an invited monograph series. Volume 1, "The Psychology of Marriage and Family," is a foundational work that provides an overview of the field of marriage and family studies.

International Computer Music Conference Proceedings
Volume 1 (2000): Open to the world. The International Computer Music Conference is the premier annual international gathering for computer music composers, performers, and researchers. This volume contains papers and presentations of new and innovative work in the field of computer music.

Journal of the Western Society for French History
Volume 1 (2010): Open to the world. The Journal of the Western Society for French History is an interdisciplinary journal that publishes articles on the history of Western Europe.

Michigan Meetings
The Michigan Meetings series is a collection of annual interdisciplinary conferences sponsored by the University of Michigan. These meetings focus on various themes and include keynote speeches, panel discussions, and workshops.

Proceedings of the 25th International Congress of Parapsychology
The 25th International Congress of Parapsychology was held at the University of Michigan in 2005. The proceedings include papers presented at the conference, covering topics such as telepathy, psychokinesis, and other aspects of parapsychology.

Reprints

Faculty Reprints Series

Math/Stat Reprints
Available in the Mathematics Library

Michigan Historical Reprints Series

Representative Documents: Publication Lists
Anthropology and Aging
ISBN 2374-2267 (online)
Anthropology & Aging is the official journal of the Association for Anthropology & Gerontology (AAGE), a nonprofit organization established in 1978 as a multidisciplinary group dedicated to the exploration and understanding of aging within and across the diversity of human cultures.

Biblios Revista de Bibliotecología y Ciencias de la Información
ISBN 1562-4730 (online)
Biblios disseminates empirical research and theoretical essays and reflections in the areas of library and information science. Biblios is a peer-reviewed Open Access journal.

Bolivian Studies Journal
ISBN 1074-2247 (print) 2135-5163 (online)
The Bolivian Studies Journal is a peer-reviewed publication that responds to the growing interest in understanding the past and present of historical and cultural processes in Bolivia.

Central American Journal of Global Health
ISBN 2166-7403 (online)
The Central Asian Journal of Global Health is a peer-reviewed Open Access journal publishing articles aimed at public health and medicine with a specific focus on the geographic region of Central Asia.

CINEC Cinema Journal
ISBN 2159-2411 (print) 2136-8724 (online)
CINEC Cinema Journal is a peer-reviewed semimannual Open Access journal publishing fresh and original research in the fields of film and media studies. The journal publishes essays on a wide variety of subjects from diverse methodological perspectives, focusing on original research and the preservation of the world’s film, television, video, and other media heritage.

Contemporary
ISBN 2153-5914 (online)
Contemporary: Historical Presence in Visual Culture aims to explore how the complexities of being in time find visual form. Crucial to this undertaking is accounting for how, from prehistory to the present, cultures around the world conceive of and construct their present and the concept of presentness visually. Through scholarly writings from a number of academic disciplines in the humanities, together with contributions from artists and filmmakers, Contemporary maps the diverse ways in which cultures use visual means to record, define, and interrogate their historical context and presence in time.
Representative Documents: Publication Lists

**Dentistry 5000**
ISSN 2167-8677 (online) [online]
Dentistry 5000 publishes papers of excellence, wide interest, and broad significance in all aspects of dentistry. The emphasis of the journal is on full research papers of any length required for concise presentation and discussion of the data. Areas of interest include the molecular basis of human oral and craniofacial disease, craniofacial development, craniofacial regeneration, technology development, translational dental research, the impact of oral health on overall health, and epidemiological studies.

**Dialogic Pedagogy: An International Online Journal**
ISSN 2133-1290 (online) [online]
The journal is multidisciplinary, international, multi-paradigmatic, and multicultural in scope, accepting manuscripts from any scholars and practitioners interested in the dialogic nature of teaching and learning in formal (institutional) and informal settings.

**EMAI: Emerging Markets Journal**
ISSN 2159-242X (print) 2158-9708 (online) [online]
EMAI: Emerging Markets Journal is a peer-reviewed semiannual Open Access journal publishing empirical research that extends or builds management theory and contributes to business management practice with a special focus on emerging markets. Research using all empirical methods— including, but not limited to, qualitative, quantitative, field, and combination methods—are welcome.

**Etudes Roumaines: Ricour Studies**
ISSN 2156-7808 (online) [online]
The Etudes Roumaines: Ricour Studies (ERRS) is an electronic, open access, peer reviewed academic journal devoted to the study of the work of Paul Ricœur. ERRS is an interdisciplinary journal in scope that encourages critical and constructive inter/paramontations, applications and extension of Ricœur’s vast oeuvre.

**Excellence in Higher Education**
ISSN 2135-9697 (print) 2135-9677 (online) [online]
Excellence in Education encourages diverse points of view with international perspectives to create a forum for sharing research on issues pertaining to higher education. The goal of EHE is to enable readers to explore Indonesian and global higher education traditions and contemporary patterns in a global context to promote dialogue and enrich the theory, policy, and practice of higher education.

**Health, Culture and Society**
ISSN 2161-6590 (online) [online]
Health, Culture and Society is a peer-reviewed Open Access journal devoted to the medical humanities and the social history of health. Geared toward an interdisciplinary approach to issues of health, culture and society and ranking contributions from diverse fields, the journal is designed to promote critical studies, disseminate important contemporary research and act as an international podium for the exchange of new ideas, strategies and practices.

**Hungarian Cultural Studies**
ISSN 2471-965X (online) [online]
Hungarian Cultural Studies, an annual publication, is a peer-reviewed, no-fee open access electronic journal of scholarship in the humanities and social sciences published by the American Hungarian Educators Association.

**Impacting Education: Journal on Transforming Professional Practice**
ISSN 2472-5889 (online) [online]
Impacting Education is the scholarly journal of The Carnegie Project on Education Doctorates (CPED). The journal publishes articles that meaningfully contribute to the improved preparation of PK-20 educational leaders working on Education Doctorates (EdS) and seeks articles that will examine the development, redesign, and improvement of professional preparation programs as well as the outcomes of such programs.
International Journal of Telehealth and Rehabilitation
ISSN 1945-3100 (online) 2157-515X (print)
The International Journal of Telehealth and Rehabilitation (IJT) is a biannual journal dedicated to advancing telehealth and rehabilitation by disseminating information about current research and practices.

Journal of French and Francophone Philosophy
ISSN 1936-3280 (print) 2155-1562 (online)
Formerly, Bulletin de la Société Américaine de Philosophie de Langue Française (Bulletin of the American Society for Philosophy in the French Language), the Journal of French and Francophone Philosophy is a forum for discussion of the diverse philosophical strains of French and Francophone thought, with an emphasis on contemporary issues and a commitment to interdisciplinary perspectives.

Journal of Law and Commerce
ISSN 0153-2491 (print) 2164-7984 (online)
Established in 1981, this student-run publication of the University of Pittsburgh School of Law publishes papers covering topics in the commercial, business, tax, and corporate law areas.

Journal of the Medical Library Association
ISSN 1538-9439 (Online) 0022-2708 (Print)
The Journal of the Medical Library Association (JMLA) is the premier journal in health sciences librarianship, dedicated to advancing the practice and research knowledgebase of health sciences librarianship.

Journal of World-Historical Information
ISSN 2169-0912 (online) 2169-0912 (print)
The Journal of World-Historical Information is a peer-reviewed, semi-annual, online journal dedicated to the interdisciplinary project of creating and maintaining a comprehensive world-historical data resource.

Journal of World-Systems Research
ISSN 1076-156X (Online) 1076-156X (Print)
The Journal of World-Systems Research is the official journal of the Political Economy of the World-System Section of the American Sociological Association. They aim to develop and disseminate scholarly research on topics that are relevant to the analysis of world-systems and focus especially on works that proceed from several different theoretical stances and disciplines.

Journal of Youth Development
ISSN 2323-4017 (online) 2323-4017 (print)
The Journal of Youth Development is a publication dedicated to advancing youth development practice and research. JYD is the official journal of the two of the largest professional associations for those working with and on behalf of young people, the National Association of Extension 4-H Agents (N4E-4-HA) and the National After-school Association (NAA).

Ledger
ISSN 2379-5980 (online) 2379-5980 (print)
Ledger is a peer-reviewed scholarly journal that publishes full-length original research articles on the subjects of cryptocurrency and blockchain technology, as well as any relevant intersections with mathematics, computer science, engineering, law, and economics.

Linguistic Evidence In Security, Law, and Intelligence (LESLI)
ISSN 2327-5596 (Online) 2327-5596 (Print)
LESLI is an interdisciplinary journal for linguists, computer scientists, psychologists, psychiatrists, attorneys, law enforcement, security executives, and intelligence analysts. As the journal of the Institute for Linguistic Evidence and its membership TALE: The Association for Linguistic Evidence, LESLI provides a forum to present rigorous research, requests for research, and policy discussions.
Motivational Interviewing: Training, Research, Implementation, Practice
ISSN 2160-584X (online) [80 pages]
MITrip publishes qualitative and quantitative studies, case presentations, descriptions of innovations in motivational interviewing practice or training, and theoretical or conceptual articles as well as informal contributions related to the activities of the Motivational Interviewing Network of Trainers.

Pennsylvania Libraries: Research & Practice
ISSN 2324-7378 (online) [80 pages]
Pennsylvania Libraries: Research & Practice provides an opportunity for librarians in Pennsylvania to share their knowledge and experience with practicing librarians across Pennsylvania and beyond. Readers will be exposed to the unique and valuable work of librarians in Pennsylvania that may not be published elsewhere in the library literature.

Pittsburgh Journal of Environmental and Public Health Law
ISSN 2164-7796 (online) [80 pages]
The Pittsburgh Journal of Environmental and Public Health Law seeks to inspire community awareness about an array of current environmental and public health issues through its biannual publication.

Pittsburgh Journal of Technology Law & Policy
ISSN 1087-6995 (print) 2164-806X (online) [80 pages]
The Pittsburgh Journal of Technology Law & Policy (STLP) is a student produced journal of contemporary legal topics involving technology of all kinds.

Pittsburgh Papers on the European Union
ISSN 2164-6732 (online) [80 pages]
Pittsburgh Papers on the European Union is a free-standing scholarly papers series promoting investigation of the contemporary and historical dynamics of the European Union from all disciplines. This e-journal is devoted to disseminating current research on the European Union, including its domestic, regional, and global contexts, transnational relations among new and long-standing members, accession states, and candidate members of the EU.

Pittsburgh Tax Review
ISSN 1993-1931 (print) 1993-1996 (online) [80 pages]
The Pittsburgh Tax Review is a scholarly legal journal that focuses exclusively on issues of taxation.

Radical Teacher
ISSN 1941-0832 (online) [80 pages]
Radical Teacher, founded in 1975, is a socialist, feminist, and anti-racist journal dedicated to the theory and practice of teaching. It serves the community of educators who are working for democratic process, peace, and justice. Radical Teacher publishes articles on classroom practices and curriculum, as well as on educational issues related to gender and sexuality, disability culture, globalization, privatization, race, class, and other similar topics.

Revista beroamericana
ISSN 0054-9631 (print) 2154-4794 (online) Subscription Based [80 pages]
Revista beroamericana publishes articles, reviews, and bibliographical notes on literature, literary theory, and criticism in Latin American Spanish and Portuguese. Four issues are published annually.

SHASS: The Journal of Japanese Business and Company History
ISSN 2169-0820 (online) [80 pages]
SHASS seeks articles that utilize or discuss the methodology for using Shashki - self issued company histories - but will consider any topic that deals with the history of business and manufacturing in Japan. These articles can focus on any historical aspect that can be elucidated through company histories, including economics, society and culture.
Journals Published by Virginia Tech Libraries

eJournal Publishing Services

Current Journals

- ALAN Review (1994 to date)
- International Journal of Recirculating Aquaculture (2000 to date)
- Journal of Career and Technical Education (2000 to date)
- Journal of Research in Music Performance (2009 to date)
- Journal of Technology Education (1989 to date)
- Journal of Technology Studies (1996 to date)
- Philologia (2009 to date)
- SPECTRA: Social, Political, Ethical, and Cultural Theory Archives (2011 to date)
- Virginia Libraries (1996 to date)
- Virginia Tech Undergraduate Historical Review (2012 to date)
- Journal of Undergraduate Materials Research (2005 to date)
- Community Change
Representative Documents: Publication Lists

http://scholar.lib.vt.edu/ejournals/

Archived Journals

Career and Technical Education Research (2005-2008)
Council on Technology and Engineering Teacher Education (CTETE) Yearbook (1952-2009)
Electronic Antiquity: Communicating the Classics (1993-2012)
International Colloquium on Communication (2002 to date)
Journal of Industrial Teacher Education (1994-2010)
Journal of sTEm Teacher Education (2010-2011)
Journal of the Japanese Society for Technology Education
Reports from the National Surface Transportation Safety Center for Excellence (2008 to date)
Society for Philosophy and Technology (1995-1999)
Techné: Research in Philosophy and Technology (2003-2009)
Virginia Agricultural Experiment Station Research Publications (1995-2002)
Virginia Tech Magazine (1990-1995), current host: 1996 to date
WILLA: Women in Literacy and Life Assembly (2001 to 2012)

Formerly Hosted Journals

Journal of Veterinary Medical Education (1993-1994)
Neurology and Clinical Neurophysiology (1996-2001)
An Overview

The Gender & Women's Studies Librarian's Office publishes three periodicals on joint subscription, plus an online database videography on women, bibliographies, and occasional books.

The three periodicals are:

**Feminist Collections: A Quarterly of Women's Studies Resources** features book reviews, news of new periodicals and special issues, articles on out-of-the-way materials: audiovisuals, electronic resources, microforms, and reports. Sample articles are online.

**Feminist Periodicals: A Current Listing of Contents** (4yr, online only; subscribers will receive notification of each issue) reproduces tables of contents of over 150 women's studies journals and magazines, and includes publishing/subscription information on each periodical.

**New Books on Women, Gender & Feminism** (2yr) is a subject-arranged bibliography with additional subject and author indexes to new books in English from academic, trade, small press, and feminist sources around the world. (formerly New Books on Women & Feminism)

Only joint subscriptions to all three are available.

Fill out the subscription form here: [2017 Subscription Form](https://www.library.wisc.edu/gwslibrarian/publications/overview/)

For more information, contact us:

Email: subscriptions@library.wisc.edu
Phone: 608.263.5754
430 Memorial Library
728 State Street
Madison, WI 53706
Representative Documents: Publication Lists

YORK UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES
York Digital Journals
http://ydj.journals.yorku.ca/index.php/yl

- History and Political Science Journal
- InTensions
- International Journal of Criminology and Sociological Theory
- Journal of Income Distribution
- Journal of Public Policy, Administration, and Law
- Journal of the Motherhood Initiative for Research and Community Involvement
- Journal of the Canadian Association for Curriculum Studies
- Just Labour
- Left History
- LittéRealité
- Notes Guillec Notes
- Paul Claudel Papers
- Pivot: A Journal of Interdisciplinary Studies and Thought
- Pro Tem
- Public